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Workspring Meeting Experiences are designed to enhance 
focus, inspire creativity, and nurture meaningful relationships. 
We transform standard meeting rooms into comfortable, 
engaging environments that encourage listening, learning, 
and collaboration.

Workspring does not replace a great meeting planner or 
hotel event staff. We design thoughtful workspaces that 
support meeting goals. We also manage delivery, installation, 
arrangement, and tear-down of these spaces.

Engage Workspring Meeting Experiences to:

• Keep participants focused and engaged.

• Make it easy to step out and quickly step back in.

• Get people to connect—talk, relate, move forward.

• Show your guests that the event is important and that they 
are valued participants.

Get holistic space support with 
Workspring Meeting Experiences.

general sessions
Picture the typical conference setting. 
Do linen-covered tables come to mind? 
Work styles, design sensibilities, and 
technologies have all progressed. 
It’s time to push space forward too, 
accommodating new ways of working, 
communicating, and learning. Intimate 
spaces with a range of posture choices 
keep people focused and engaged.

breakout sessions
The real work at conferences often 
happens in small breakout sessions 
that encourage interaction and 
conversation. Informed by research on 
how people learn, communicate, and 
use technology to share information 
and solve complex problems, our 
breakout spaces help individuals and 
teams do their best work.

pre-function
Often underutilized, the pre-function 
areas adjacent to general meeting 
sessions can help build excitement, 
encourage interaction, and foster 
meaningful relationships. Magnetic 
touchdown seating areas draw a 
crowd, leading to longer conversations, 
higher quality time together, and more 
strategically valuable outcomes.
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The way we work is rapidly changing. To address this shift, 
Steelcase Inc., the global leader in workspace knowledge, 
created Workspring, a high performance network of alternative 
work spaces for individuals and teams. With several locations 
nationwide, Workspring motivates, connects, and inspires 
individuals and teams to do their best work ever.

Workspring on the Road brings this same highly hosted, 
insight-driven experience to your next meeting or conference.

Attendees often need to step out of general sessions to take 
a call, conduct an interview, engage in casual networking 
or recharge after a long flight. Unfortunately, this usually 
means leaving conference spaces for the comfort of a hotel 
suite or coffee shop. Workspring on the Road gives people a 
thoughtful onsite oasis to step out—and quickly step back in—
without missing a beat.

Forge uncommon connections 
with Workspring on the Road.

Workspring on the Road empowers attendees to take 
meaningful breaks and exchange transformative ideas. 
Highlights of this captive experience include:

1. A gracious onsite host to greet attendees and help them 
select a workspace

2. Comfortable lounge areas to encourage unexpected 
conversations and networking

3. Meeting studios—large and small—to facilitate collaborative 
breakthroughs

4. Individual workstations to provide a productive retreat—a 
place to take a call or focus on heads-down work

5. Quiet nooks to recharge and refocus without leaving the 
conference area
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